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The Global Fund is a worldwide 
movement to defeat HIV, TB, and 
malaria and ensure a healthier, safer, 
more equitable future for all. They 
raise and invest US $4 billion a year to 
ȌĺłƯƯłğėğñėşňğƣƯňŪĹğĐƯňŵƷƣėňƣğñƣğƣ͓
challenge the injustice that fuels them, 
and strengthen health systems in more 
than 100 of the hardest hit countries. 

A core element of the Fund’s strategy 
ňŪǏŵşǏğƣƷŪňƯňŪĺǐŵƛşėşğñėğƛƣ͓
ĐŵŨŨƷŪňƯňğƣ͓ĐňǏňşƣŵĐňğƯǖ͓łğñşƯłǐŵƛśğƛƣ͓
ñŪėƯłğƘƛňǏñƯğƣğĐƯŵƛƯŵƣƷƘƘŵƛƯŪğǐ
ňŪŪŵǏñƯňŵŪƣňŪƘƛŵĺƛñŨŨňŪĺ͓ėğşňǏğƛǖ͓
and access, and to take them to scale 
through country-led strategies.

The problem
»łğƛŵşğŵĹƣğşĹͨƯğƣƯňŪĺĹŵƛPUÙňƣ
ňŨƘğƛñƯňǏğňŪƯłğƘƛğǏğŪƯňŵŪŵĹƯłğ
ƯƛñŪƣŨňƣƣňŵŪŵĹƯłğǏňƛƷƣ͒PUÙƣğşĹͨƯğƣƯňŪĺ
śňƯƣƣğƛǏğñƣñƯƛñŪƣŨňƣƣňŵŪͨĐŵŪƯƛŵş
measure, especially in regions where the 
ǏňƛƷƣňƣğŪėğŨňĐ͒»łğśňƯƣłğşƘƯŵňŨƘƛŵǏğ
testing rates, and, in turn, reduce the 
PUÙĎƷƛėğŪňŪƯłğƣğĐŵŨŨƷŪňƯňğƣ͒»łğ
World Health Organization recommends 
ƯłğƷƣğŵĹPUÙƣğşĹͨƯğƣƯňŪĺśňƯƣƯŵ
accelerate epidemic control, as they 
ñƛğĹğñƣňĎşğƯŵňŨƘşğŨğŪƯňŪėňǏğƛƣğ
settings, and in some cases are more 
ğĹĹğĐƯňǏğňŪƛğñĐłňŪĺƣƘğĐňȌĐĺƛŵƷƘƣ͒

PŵǐğǏğƛ͓ƯłğƛğłñƣĎğğŪşňƯƯşğňŪĐğŪƯňǏğ
ĹŵƛƘłñƛŨñĐňğƣƯŵƣƯŵĐśPUÙƣğşĹͨƯğƣƯňŪĺ
kits because they are considered slow-
ŨŵǏňŪĺĺŵŵėƣ͒£łñƛŨñĐňğƣñƛğŵĹƯğŪƯłğ
ȌƛƣƯƘŵňŪƯŵĹĐŵŪƯñĐƯĹŵƛŨŵƣƯ�ĹƛňĐñŪ
citizens, particularly among those who 
ǏñşƷğƯłğƘƛňǏñƯğŪñƯƷƛğŵĹƯłğƣğǏňƣňƯƣ
ŵǏğƛƘƷĎşňĐĹñĐňşňƯňğƣ͒»łğśňƯƣñňŨƯŵ
address barriers that prohibit health 

ƘƛŵǏňėğƛƣĹƛŵŨƛğñĐłňŪĺƯłğňƛƘñƯňğŪƯƣ
ƯŵƘƛŵǏňėğƛŵƷƯňŪğėňñĺŪŵƣƯňĐƣğƛǏňĐğƣ͒

Access to such tests further supports 
ƯłğƷƣğŵĹƘƛğǏğŪƯňŵŪƯŵŵşƣñŪė
ĎğłñǏňŵƛƣĹŵƛƯłŵƣğǐłŵƯğƣƯŪğĺñƯňǏğ͒
àğƯ͓ĺñƘƣňŪĹƷŪėňŪĺñŪėƯłğ �ÙU'̙ͨ̑
pandemic caused a large disruption 
ňŪƯğƣƯňŪĺƣğƛǏňĐğƣñŪėƛğƣƷşƯğėňŪ
national responses that derailed 
ƘƛŵĺƛğƣƣƯŵǐñƛėŨğğƯňŪĺŪñƯňŵŪñşPUÙ
goals. For instance, the funding gap 
ñŨŵŪĺƯłğ̒̕łňĺłğƣƯĎƷƛėğŪĐŵƷŪƯƛňğƣ
ƛğŨñňŪƣŨŵƛğƯłñŪ̙̐λŵĹǐłñƯňƣ
ŪğğėğėƯŵŨğğƯPUÙƣƯƛñƯğĺňĐĺŵñşƣ͒

The solution
The Global Fund commissioned 
sñƛśğƯ�ĐĐğƣƣ�ĹƛňĐñƯŵƘƛŵǏňėğñ
ƯŵƯñşŨñƛśğƯñƘƘƛŵñĐłƯŵėğǏğşŵƘ
sustainable strategies that increase 
access to self-testing kits and the 
ñƣƣŵĐňñƯğėƣğƛǏňĐğƣñĐƛŵƣƣėňĹĹğƛğŪƯ
ŨñƛśğƯƣğĺŨğŪƯƣ͒�ƷƛǐŵƛśƘƛŵǏňėğė
a critical assessment of the current 
ñŪėƘŵƯğŪƯňñşPUÙƣğşĹͨƯğƣƯňŪĺŨñƛśğƯƣ
ñŪėƘƛŵǏňėğėśğǖňŪƣňĺłƯƣŵŪƣƷƘƘşǖ
ñŪėėğŨñŪėñŪėŨñƛśğƯňŪĐğŪƯňǏğƣ͒

Our insights helped to explain why 
current go-to-market strategies for 
self-testing kits had not resulted in the 
ğǕƘğĐƯğėƷƘƯñśğñƯƯłğĐŵƷŪƯƛǖşğǏğş͒
ÚğĐŵŪǏğŪğėñƯğñŨŵĹğǕƘğƛƯƣǐłŵƣğ
analysis and experience helped to inform 
new potential pathways to bring the 
product to market. These were backed 
ĎǖğǏňėğŪĐğͨĎñƣğėñƘƘƛŵñĐłğƣǐłňĐł
highlighted the importance of commercial 
ñƯƯƛñĐƯňǏğŪğƣƣƯŵĺñňŪƣƯñśğłŵşėğƛĎƷǖͨňŪ͒

The outcome
�ƷƛȌŪñşƛğƘŵƛƯƘƛŵƘŵƣğėñƣğƛňğƣŵĹ
ƛğĐŵŨŨğŪėñƯňŵŪƣñŪėňŪƯğƛǏğŪƯňŵŪƣƯłñƯ
allowed the client to prioritize and guide 
their internal strategic business case for 
ĐñƯñşǖƯňĐĹƷŪėňŪĺ͓ǐňƯłñĹŵĐƷƣŵŪ̕śğǖ
countries in the African market. Using 
our insights, the client was able to signal 
ƯŵňƯƣƘñƛƯŪğƛƣñŪėėŵŪŵƛƣñǏñƛňğƯǖŵĹ
ñƘƘƛŵñĐłğƣƯŵĐñƯñşǖǡğƷƘƯñśğŵĹƯłğPUÙ
self-test. A selection of recommendations 
łñǏğėňƛğĐƯşǖşğėƯŵñĐĐğşğƛñƯğėƷƘƯñśğ
in certain markets, particularly those 
ƯłñƯǐğƛğƘƛğƘñƛğėƯŵĐŵŨĎňŪğƯłğPUÙ
ƣğşĹͨƯğƣƯňŪƯŵŵƯłğƛƘƛğǏğŪƯňŵŪƣƯƛñƯğĺňğƣ͒
Furthermore, the experience in these 
ŨñƛśğƯƣňƣñşƛğñėǖƘƛŵǏňėňŪĺğǏňėğŪĐğ
for other markets to follow suit. 

About us
sñƛśğƯ�ĐĐğƣƣ�ĹƛňĐñňƣñŨňƣƣňŵŪͨėƛňǏğŪ
healthcare organization that works with 
ƯłğƘƷĎşňĐ͓ƘƛňǏñƯğ͓ñŪėƯłňƛėƣğĐƯŵƛƣ
ƯŵėğƣňĺŪñŪėėğşňǏğƛƯƛñŪƣĹŵƛŨñƯňŵŪñş
healthcare solutions for Africa.

ÚğğŪǏňƣňŵŪñŪ�ĹƛňĐñǐłğƛğǐŵƛşėͨĐşñƣƣ
healthcare is the standard, and where 
deep-rooted inequities are a thing of 
ƯłğƘñƣƯ͒»ŵƣŵşǏğĐŵŨƘşğǕƘƛŵĎşğŨƣ
ŵŪƯłğĺƛŵƷŪė͓ǐğĐƷƛñƯğñŪėñėǏñŪĐğ
bold ideas that accelerate access to 
ƯłğĎğƣƯňŪŪŵǏñƯňŵŪƣñŪėñƘƘƛŵƘƛňñƯğ
solutions for Africa’s health systems.
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CASE STUDY

During the COVID-19 pandemic, our evidence-backed 
strategies helped to increase access to self-testing kits for HIV 
and other associated services across target countries in Africa
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